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For sixty years Santa Claus ushered in the yuletide season aboard a float in the
annual Christmas parade sponsored by the Owen Sound Kiwanis Club. For
many it marked the beginning of the shopping season. For kids young and old it
provided a great way to spend a Saturday morning amide excitement of the
approaching Christmas season.
As a child I have fond memories of our father taking us to the parade each year.
The excitement, the anticipation waiting for Saint Nick to arrive was unbelievable.
And when he finally did, it was the most wonderful moment of the parade. So it
seemed only natural that I involve myself with the parade committee the moment
I discovered that the club I joined put on the parade every year. Incidentally, that
was May 1ih 1985.
For ten years, our committee made the best of an old dilapidated float that had to
be at least twenty-five years old when I arrived on the scene. I don't mean to be
derogative to those who built it because in its time it was a wonderful platform for
the task. But time took its toll and each year it looked a little more run down. It
always took a day or two to clean and service for the parade. The typical job list
routine took the shape of cleaning, a little paint here and there, replace a few
decorations, put on garland and lights, hook-up the PA system etc.
In the early eighties, the OCSVI Art department was commissioned to make
some new reindeer for the float. The art teacher, Dick Gleiser, used the
opportunity to te~ch his students about sculpting and detail painting. The
reindeer were constructed from foam and painted to achieve the desired effect.
The effort was greatly appreciated and we would put them to good use for
several years to come.
In 1990 vandals broke in to the barn where the float was stored. The culprits
were a couple of mischievous kids who aspired to be artists in their own minds.
Graffiti spattered the inside walls of the barn and the Santa Claus float. Needless
to say, the damage was relatively extensive particularly to the reindeer where
some of the antlers were destroyed. The morning the damage was discovered
turned out to be a very long day. In fact, several more evenings of work would
follow before everything was fully repaired and made ready for the upcoming
parade. The parade went off without a hitch and was a great success. That was
also the year we discovered that Santa's sleigh really could fly ...
Following the parade, it was customary to convoy our vehicles back to the barn.
This provided a modicum of safety for the slow moving vehicles as they trekked
down the highway. This particular day was very windy so we were travelling even
slower than usual. As I was following the Santa Float down the road , hauling the
second of our two floats, all of a sudden, the Santa's sleigh took off from the roof
of the float ahead of me. It proceeded to make a climbing role to the right then
tumbled into a field . Upon impact, the old fragile pieces of plywood simply
disintegrated. Fortunately for us, the pressure of having to be ready for the
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parade was off for this year, so the sleigh could be fixed at leisure over the
course of the next eleven months. It eventually was repaired as good as new.
In 1995 the then thirty-some year old float was in general need of considerable
work. The biggest problem was the reindeer were now getting rather shabby
looking. They were affectionately known as our "Pit Bull Reindeer". Parts of the
foam bodies were beginning to fall more frequently. In fact, the end was in sight
for the entire float. We were confronted with either having to spend a lot of
money and renew the old relic or build a new one from scratch . I believed that it
was time to start planning a new float and proposed to the club that we should at
least start thinking about it.
In a service club when you come up with an idea, you had better be prepared to
see it through. The decision was soon reached by the Board of Directors to
undertake the new project and you 'll never guess who got delegated to
spearhead the task. Me and my big mouth! I was comforted in thinking that truly,
it couldn't be for a more worthwhile cause. In fact, it was completely in line with
one of the precepts our great club exists. "Children priority one" .. . our
international slogan, what better reason to promote our fundamental principals on
a local scale.
The first order of the day was to assemble a committee and come up with a
concept or theme for the new float. Hopefully, each member would take on a
module of the project and see it through to completion. One terrific idea surfaced
from within the club that could have involved the entire civic community. The club
would hold a competition for the best theme and award a prize for the winner. An
excellent idea! Participation from club members to make it fly was the essential
element. It would take some planning and organizing to pull it off. After soliciting
the help of many members, it soon became apparent that the assistance I so
desperately needed to do the project just wasn't there. Many were involved in
other Kiwanian projects and didn't have the time to devote to it and some were
just too busy in other endeavours.
The idea soon fell by the wayside and for a while the whole project stalled in its
tracks. I soon realized that if the project were to proceed at all, there was no
alternative but to get the job done as best as I could with whatever help I could
find . It would simply take a bit longer to complete the task.
I spent the next little while pondering a theme for the new float. At first I wasn 't
very successful in that department either. After all how much creative license can
you take with a Santa Claus and nine reindeer? It finally came to me one restless
night while lying in bed. I was so excited about it I had to get up and sketch it out
on paper thinking that I might forget it by morning. Sometime soon after, I set up
a meeting with a very good friend of mine who shared my interest in developing a
new float for the club.
Cor Deen was a fellow Kiwanian and also an extremely knowledgeable
mechanical engineer. Cor and I had worked together on the old float for a few
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years and shared a few common denominators in our interests for mechanical
things. Over a few coffees one Saturday morning , together we brain stormed
some of the essential components that would make up our new float.
The float theme centred on a fictitious place at the North Pole where Santa Claus
keeps his reindeer. It is called "Santa's Stables". It was to be a likely setting
where the famous flight departures originated each year at Christmas time. Using
the sketch I drew as a template, we soon established a grid framework to situate
the artwork and the various mechanical components that would eventually make
the whole thing work. The project was broken down into five main areas: Artwork,
Chassis, Boom, Mechanics and the Electrical work. Each section required
drawings to produce that particular module of work. These drawings included an
artists rendering , fabrication blueprints for the various mechanical and electrical
systems. Detailed drawings were also needed for the construction and painting of
nine fibreglass reindeer and design layouts for the four murals that would clad
the outside of the float itself. To say a little bit of work lay ahead would be putting
it mildly!
To complete the task of reindeer design, I commissioned the help of a local
sculptor/artist by the name of Jim Hong Louie. Jim and his wife own a charming
country home and studio in the vicinity of Williamsford . Jim would produce a clay
model of a reindeer that would be stylized somewhere between the traditional
Finland reindeer and Disney's Bambi character. Because the deer were to be
static displays, they would have to appear as though they had just leaped into the
air to give the appearance of motion. Jim began his assignment by sculpting a
one third scale model reindeer out of clay. When he finished , I invited him to a
club luncheon meeting to display his work for all to see. Comments were
favourable so he would continue with the full sized model using this model to
scale up to full size. The full size reindeer would ultimately be used to produce a
plaster mould that could facilitate production of several identical reindeer parts. In
addition, we would also have provisions to replace any damaged parts if needed .
Jim eventually completed the job in due course at a cost of $3,800.
The next step in the process was to find someone who could make the fibreglass
reindeer from the plaster mould. After an intensive search I found a gentleman in
Port Elgin who had the expertise to do the job. Heintz Kreuger had made his
mark internationally in specialized fibreglass work. He had been instrumental in
developing the design standards for fibreglass weather radar structures used by
Transport Canada and others. He had travelled extensively all over the world
building and installing these massive devices. There was no doubt in my mind
that he was the man for the job.
Heintz was a bit apprehensive about taking on the task only because this would
be uncharted waters for him and it was a bit overwhelming. He agreed to try one
reindeer to begin with. This would help determine exactly what was involved. He
knew it would also help him figure out what to charge us to the complete the full
job of producing all nine deer. Sometime before he finished I had to construct an
aluminium bulkhead device that would be placed within the body of the deer to
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provide support for the structure while suspended on the boom. Actually nine of
them in total were needed for all of the reindeer. Sometime later, Heintz called to
say that reindeer number one "Rudolf' was completed. I couldn't get over there
quick enough to have a look! The finished product was perfect. Everything I
imagined and morel
Heintz estimated that the total cost to produce the nine reindeer would be
$5,400.00. This was a fair price considering that this really was an enormous
project and it would require a lot of material. Both he and his wife would do all the
work by hand. The Kreuger's immediately embarked on the project and worked
away at it through the winter months. Finally I got a call one day in the Spring
that the nine reindeer were ready to pick up. When I arrived at the shop and saw
them all huddled together in the corner of the room , I knew at a glance that the
Kreuger's had done a masterful job. The nine identical reindeer bodies came out
simply beautiful. They would require very little sanding and surface preparation
for the base coat application of paint.
I now had assembled my small herd of fibreglass reindeer. Things were looking
up! The next item on the agenda was to prepare the deer by sanding the body
surfaces down and filling in casting imperfections. Many kudos to K. Ted Horton
and K. Linda Droine for their assistance one Saturday morning. With their help, a
lot was accomplished that day alone. The deer were all prepped and painted with
the prime coat by the end of the next weekend. Two more top coats and detailing
could begin.
Detail painting was crucial to bringing the reindeer to life so that aspect of the job
I wanted to leave in the hands of a capable professional artist. I new of just the
right person for the job . . . Frances Hallman-Chong is a commercial artist who
excels in various disciplines in the world of art. Her forte is anything to do with
portraying horses be it painting or sculpting. Her sense of detail of the equestrian
anatomy is nothing short of precision. She once produced a life-sized replica of a
white unicorn depicted on the ground with its legs folded as if resting for a while.
It was truly so life-like, you expected it to get up and run away at any moment. I
knew there could be no better person to complete this important next step of the
assignment.
I called Frances and gave her my best pitch to do the job. She seemed very
enthusiastic at the opportunity so we made a date to meet out at the barn at
Whispering Pines. The job would entail airbrushing as opposed to hand painting
with a brush. This type of painting enables the artist to softly blend colours at
boundaries for a more natural look.
To my surprise Frances had never used an airbrush before. So after I showed
her a few of the basic principles in its use, she took to it instantly and began to
work her magic. In fact she too gave me a few instructions and before long I was
doing it as well. We managed to get the entire job completed that day.
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The project thus far was in line with the budget and to date totalled approximately
$10,000. With pretty well everything now completed in the reindeer department
except for the boom they would ultimately be suspended on, it was onto the next
area of interest.
Plans called for the construction of a thirty-six foot long by eight foot wide steel
towable float chassis. The internal elements comprised of a platform that was
capable of raising and lowering on an elevating device. The back section of the
platform would support Santa's sleigh. The front side would be reserved for a
hydraulic boom that would hold the nine four-foot long reindeer. When lowered,
the platform would keep the reindeer and sleigh stowed away in a boxed-in
enclosure for transport. The outside of the box would be part of the artwork and
painted to depict the setting. The entire float assembly would be covered in
tarpaulin protecting the outer artwork from damage and road grim while in transit.
I began engineering plans for the construction of the three major components of
the float: the boom, the frame and the elevator. In order to save some time we
decided to divide the tasks and sub out the major fabrication . Cor would
construct the boom in his shop using his staff. I would contract another local
fabricator to build the frame and elevator components.
Cor and I originally thought we could build the chasis ourselves. We soon
realized however that neither of us had that kind of free time. So we did the next
best and tried to get a head start on matters by purchasing an "off the shelf'
mobile home chassis directly from a manufacturer. A great idea or so we thought.
We didn't realize until after we got the thing bought and hauled all the way back
from Strathroy that it couldn't be used after all. Evidently, the strength in a mobile
home comes from the superstructure components that enclose it. For our intents
and purposes, the floor would be too weak to carry the load and would likely bow
in the middle.
I had made arrangements with Ron Kreuger Custom Steel to undertake
completion of the chassis work. Once they took a close look at our purchase, it
was determined that reinforcing it was futile. For all the time it would take to
reinforce it and make it strong enough, they could build a whole new frame in half
the time. So it was decided we would absorb the loss and build a complete new
chassis. We had paid $2,000 for the manufactured trailer chassis but all the steel
including the two axles and brakes from it would be re-used from it so it was
hardly a loss at all.
While the new chassis was being built, Car and his team started to work on the
boom . Car and his staff would produce the structure from 1 x 6 Aluminium bar. It
was 16 feet in length and had successively smaller holes machined into its two
rail surfaces to make it strong yet light. Earlier, Cor's staff had also fabricated two
steel support stands used to support the entire boom structure with all the deer
attached. It could also be used to suspend one or two reindeer off the ground.
These would prove to be extremely useful when the deer were painted. All of this
work was generously donated to further our cause.
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Regrettably, Car became overwhelmingly busy in his day-to-day work with his
business. Because of time schedules and a lot of travelling to meet with his
worldwide clientele, he had to withdraw from the project and eventually from the
Kiwanis club all together. His efforts were greatly appreciated and he continues
to be greatly missed.
Work carried on at Ron Kreuger's shop. I was frantically trying to keep one step
ahead of them in the draughting department. Assembly required a specific order
be followed . To do this plans were required for each step of the way. The Screwjack, elevator and boom lift assembly for instance, were not particularly
complicated systems to design but they had numerous parts that all had to be
engineered to fit and do a specific job. Drawings for this took some time to
complete. Difficult to produce quickly when the mix includes two full time jobs to
earn your daily bread. However, a few late nights eventually finished the plans in
readiness for work back at the shop. It wasn't too long before they were calling
me to come and inspect the finished chassis and framed-in superstructure.
A lot of the small ware parts required to construct the float were donated to the
club. I would be remised if I did not express our deep appreciation to Scott
Industrial Supply who generously donated so many of these parts. In addition ,
Lynjo Motors provided the electric motor used to power the lift mechanism to us.
Our gratitude also goes out to McArthur Tire for new tires and installation.
After a little "on site engineering" at Kruegers along with some basic fudging here
and there , all the glitches were worked out and the moment finally came to "fire it
up" and see if everything worked . This really was an important day because the
mechanics are to me the unseen treasure of the whole project. It is the stuff that
makes it do what it is supposed to do. Suffice to say, it all worked flawlessly. Ron
Krueger and his gang did an outstanding job. The frame and mechanical
components still had to be painted but essentially the basic platform was in place
and could now be enclosed with cladding.
The next Saturday Kiwanian Don Sweetman and I spent a good part of the day
installing the plywood flooring on the chassis. Once completed the whole thing
was painted top to bottom to seal the wood surfaces and prevent rusting of the
steel. This would prove to be a good thing as you will soon see .. .
Next I engaged the services of Ralph Noble & Son to complete the task of
enclosing the framework. His crew also did some additional mechanical work that
needed to done. Ralph was extremely busy so we had to wait in line to get into
his shop. This took the better part of a month before our turn finally came up. In
the meantime Mother Nature had her way and brought about the first winter
blizzard to our area. We were literally buried in snow for two days. This didn't fare
too well w ith our new float that was being stored outside at Krueger's. To make it
worse the guy who ploughed the snow there pilled the snow up in a heap in front
it. The trailer wasn 't going anywhere until it could be somehow dug out of the ice
jam! I spent the next couple of days digging away at the mountain after work.
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Eventually I managed to coax the float free of its entrapment. A welcomed
temperature rise did help me immeasurably.
A good friend of Kiwanis and a personal friend of mine Don Day graciously
provided us with the services of he and his big truck and towed the float out to
Shallow Lake where it would undergo the next step of the project at Nobles.
Ralph unexpectedly got an emergency repair job that couldn 't wait so our job got
bumped until he finished . The trailer had to be parked outside in his yard for a
couple of days until he could get to it. Well you might know, the elements decided
that another blizzard was in order and once again the trailer was completely
buried in snow. Even more than the last time! Guess who had to dig out the
trailer again?
The float eventually got inside and Ralph and his crew began to clad the outside
with FRP an acronym for Fibreglass Reinforced Plywood. This remarkable
material is the same stuff used on highway tractor-trailers. Its :Y. inch thickness
provides great strength and a durable surface that readily accepts paint. Ideal
when murals were planned for the exterior. When finished workers installed the
four doorways at each corner for accessing the interior. They hooked up the
electric brakes, the signal and clearance lights. This would complete work on the
project until the good weather returned in the Spring. For the rest of the winter
the float would be stored out at Whispering Pines in the shed.
During the course of the next few months plans were being made to complete the
artwork on each of the four murals. I had originally planned to have Henry
Kuyvenhoven a local commercial artist do the artwork on the exterior. I had
worked with Henry many years ago and knew he was more than capable to
complete the task expertly. Henry was Cor Deen's father-in-law so it just seemed
appropriate to incorporate him into our gang.
Unfortunately Henry became very ill and could not undertake the work. Henry
subsequently passed away that year. Truly this was a great loss for all those who
knew him.
It was during a Kiwanis luncheon that I first discovered that the talent I
desperately needed was right there among us. Kiwanian Jed Phillips owner and
operator of Concept Signs was just that talent. Jed runs a highly successful sign
shop here locally from his home in Annan. We would eventually meet in his office
to discuss the float project. He too was highly enthusiastic about it and agreed to
formally become the Art Director for the project. He would soon produce an
artists rendering taken from my crude little chicken scratching drawings. Santa's
Stables now had "the look" I could only imagine. It depicted to perfection the
theme I had envisioned so many months ago. The colours were awesome and
what Jed had planned for the project was truly amazing.
Jed is a member of a group of craftsmen who are some of the most talented
people in Ontario. This dedicated group of professionals still practice the old
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ways of commercial art. The group who go by the name of "The Letter Heads",
get together each year to undertake a special project together. They do it mostly
for the comradery of their years of friendship but also to keep the art form alive
and in public view. Their works can be seen across Ontario on walls of heritage
buildings in various communities. Jed mentioned that he would take the proposal
to them and see if perhaps they would take on the job as their next get-together
that summer. To our good fortune, they agreed so plans were soon made for a
weekend at Whispering Pines in August.
Before the artwork could be completed the new walls of the float had to be
prepared. One afternoon Jed, K. Walter Dommer, and I had a work party and
completely sanded the exterior walls. We even got them painted with the base
colour before we finished that day. The colour Jed had selected was a beautiful
Vermillion red. It would provide a rich background for the hand-painted artwork
that would follow. With that finished , the unit was ready for 'The Big Event".
'The Letterheads" began to arrive at Whispering Pines one hot Friday morning in
August. Thanks to the efforts of K. Barry Balantyne and other Kiwanis members
food and beverage was organized for the entire weekend so all the artists had to
do was focus on their work. After a lunch of subs, chips and pop, Jed briefed his
pals on the task at hand and immediately they all started to work at it. With tunes
playing in the background, plenty of laughter and stories, they merrily worked
away until supper. Then they went right back at it until after midnight sometime.
The floats main theme was to create an illusion of an old rustic stable. To
accomplish this a technique was used that covered the entire wall surface. Using
a graining tool roller and a fast drying paint this process replicated the look of old
Hemlock barn boards. All four sides were done in this fashion in just over an
hour. The effect was truly amazing!
Next, a basic sketch was laid out on both sides of the float to show where each
item was to go. A projection was superimposed on the back wall to reference
where the Kiwanis Logo and Merry Christmas sign was to go. The artist assigned
to that section could then hand-paint the detail where the shadows were. The
front wall was to hold a hand-carved four-foot square sign that would say "The
North Pole". This fantastic piece of artwork was fashioned out of HDU. This is
basically a piece of four inch thick foam that can be easily carved with the
appropriate tools. When painted it forms a resilient hard surfaced exterior that is
an important commodity in bad weather conditions. Three artists, sometimes
even more worked on this item the entire weekend. It is in a word fantastic. It
looks like it is an ancient old wooden sign that has been maintained for years.
Truly one of the highlights to see.
There were many other jewels in the making that weekend. It seems everyone
had something to do. They even put me to work. One of the artists showed me
how to do Gold Leaf. Each of the nine reindeer has a collar around it's neck in
which replication of three jewels have been set in as part of the casting. Each of
the jewels was painted alternately red , green and yellow. It was my job to do
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each jewel setting with this twenty-four karat gold leaf. After I was shown how to
do it, the remaining twenty five pieces kept me going for most of Saturday
afternoon. What a beautiful effect! Well worth the time to complete it.
The back panel of the float was another treasure. It was there that Jed had
planned the placement of the internationally renowned Kiwanis club logo. The
Kiwanis "K" which measured one foot in diameter was painted in the club's
international colours of blue and white w ith gold leaf braided trim around the
edge. This magnificent piece was used as the centrepiece for a hand-painted
Christmas wreath. Beneath it was painted Merry Christmas in white shadowed
script.
The sides of the float depicted a stable and the usual activity that might typically
be seen there. Each of the reindeer had its own stall with the name on the bottom
of the split doors. The top door is open to reveal the illusion of an empty stall.
Elves can be seen busily doing typical stable chores. The back eight feet of the
float, was designed as the tack shop with a couple of painted windows and a
doorway. The doorway on the left side is actually access to the interior where the
generator and electrical panel are situated. The other side is access for Santa to
climb up a ladder to the rooftop and his awaiting sleigh . The forward
compartment of the interior can be accessed from doors on each side at the
front. When the elevator is lowered into it's cavity, you can walk on top of the
catwalk of the boom between each reindeer to get to the front. This has to be
done to cover the float with the tarp for transport. When the structure is
completely elevated, you can easily walk underneath everything .
Through the day and long into each night, artists surrounded the float pretty well
at all times. There was constant activity. It reminded me of my youth and my
father's advertising agency in Cornwall Ontario. Periodically he would take me to
some of the bigger agencies in Montreat and Toronto where this type of frenzied
activity was routine most days.
Kiwanians were on hand at meal times providing good meals and beverages for
the entire crew. Saturday evening a more elaborate soiree was planned and we
served sumptuous grilled marinated chicken with all the trimmings. Kiwanians
friends and families came out in large numbers to meet and show their
appreciation to the Letterheads. They also came to have a sneak preview of the
beautiful finished product. It was obvious that the Letter Heads enjoyed the
hospitality and showed their appreciation for the effort the club made to make
them welcome. Kiwanian Peter Little, a.k.a. St. Nick's double, mc'd the
proceedings and presented token gifts to each of the Letter Heads for their
wonderful contribution. They worked for another complete day on Sunday and
when they finally did leave the artwork was essentially completed other than
some minor details on the skirts which would be finished later by Jed and his
employees. The weekend was a great success. The Letterheads under the
direction of K Jed had managed to surpass our wildest expectations. The float
was simply beautiful in every way possible. Jed estimated that to have this work
done outside by a contractor would have likely cost $10,000 or more.
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There was still plenty of work to do. The elevator platform floor had to be installed
and interior painting had to be comp leted. Jed had to construct and paint the
sleigh yet. He would also have to detail it before sending it out to the upholsterer.
The unit would then have to be installed on the platform. The boom and nine
reindeer had to be secured to the elevator mast then balanced to the sleigh with
counterweight. The to do list was still pretty long.
The roof was my next priority. The plan was to create the illusion of a full roof
structure but because the centre of the float had to be open to allow the reindeer
and sleigh to clear the sides moving up and down only that portion of roof over
the soffit would actually be built. To achieve this, a shallow slope roof measuring
eighteen inches wide was constructed and attached to the steel framing of the
walls.
The roof was originally designed to overhang the sides slightly more on the last
eight-foot section of "Tack shop" part of the float. This was the section of the
trailer that housed the sleigh. Each side would over hang a foot and a half to
provide the illusion of depth and to provide adequate storage on the inside. For
highway travel, the overhanging sections would collapse to maintain the legal
eight-foot trailer width requirement. If wider than this, you need to obtain a
special "Wide load permit" from the Ministry of Transportation.
Somehow when the framing was completed, the roofline didn't quite have the
appearance I wanted so I decided to change it to be only eight inches wide. After
making all the parts needed to effect the change, I welded the frame back
together. Satisfied with the new look, it was time to do the sheeting and then
shingling.
I had help from some very good friends of mine with this task. Many thanks go
out to Kiwanian Walter Dommer, Peter Gignac, Richard McCann and Ernie
Wright. With the assistance of these terrific guys, the roof was on and shingled in
no time.
The trim work on the float became the next task. In line with the theme that
replicated a ranch-style stable and driving shed, the final work consisted of Post
and Beams attached between th~ floor and the soffit. Each piece was fashioned
of pine and scaled down to 2 inches wide. The pieces were made over the next
couple of weeks and finally integrated into the float itself.
Several Kiwanians came out to the barn for a work party one Saturday, to help
me paint all the trim and interior surfaces. We used that opportunity for an
interview by our president Gary Lavigne and a photo shoot sneak preview by the
local paper, The Sun Times. All in all it was a very productive day and went a
long way towards completion.
With most components now in place, It was now time to install the electrical
system. My wife Linda and I had been involved with a group of people who play
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Euchre together once a month. A member of our group, Bob Bricker was an
electrician. I mentioned that I was working on this project and wondered if he
might be interested in tackling the job of installing the electrical system . Bob was
at that time winding down a big job somewhere down near Cambridge and said
he might be available on weekends to help out. He said he could probably enlist
the help of a couple of guys he knew of to assist. He thought that together with all
of us on the job, we could complete the job in as little as a day". One of the guys,
as it turned out, was an old friend of Kiwanis ...
Neil Devlin had been a former member of the Kiwanis club for several years.
When he found out that his services had been generously volunteered by his old
friend Bob Bricker, he was only too happy to help out. So arrangements were
made to convene out at the Pines for a Saturday work party. Bob had the
shopping list and he would get everything we would need to complete the job.
The day finally arrived. After I provided everyone with a short briefing on what did
what and where things had to go, the team went to work. In no time things began
to take shape and soon the wiring was all in place and hooked up to the fuse
panel. The plan called for a five thousand watt gas-powered generator to provide
the power for all the electrical needs. Canadian Tire generously donated a
suitable generator for this purpose. Even after working at it for most of the day,
there would still be another good days work to come in the electrical department.
That was easily taken care of by our pal Neil Devlin and I over the course of the
next week.
On very important aspect of the project was the making of the float cover. This
job was contracted out to Croft Upholstering of Holland Centre. Owner Larry
Croft manufactured the huge tarpaulin that completely enclosed the trailer unit.
He also upholstered the seat and bolsters of Santa's sleigh. The finished product
was fantastic. Larry treated us kindly when it came to the bill as well. Our
appreciation goes out to him for his help in the project.
Parade time was fast approaching and the pressure was really on to have the
float ready for the parade. There would be no excuses. I could just see the
disappointment on the parade chair and Past Lieutenant Governor Al Kelly's
face, if I had to say it would not to be ready once again. The truth was, it really
was a long way off from finished. So work now focussed on only the bare
essential things that had to be completed to get the float fully operational.
Anything that was not essential would wait until next year to finish . I spent as
much time as possible working evenings and weekends to finish up. I still needed
to have the float inspected by the Ministry of Transportation and certified road
worthy for licensing purposes. An MTO Enforcement officer came out to the
camp one after noon and checked it out with a fine toothed comb. No problems
were encountered and it passed inspection with flying colours. Each wheel and
the tongue were weighed separately. The total Gross Vehicle Weight was a
whopping 3300 kg (7200 lbs.). This meant that a third axle was needed to
distribute the weight more evenly. It was still within acceptable limits but right on
the edge of the safety envelope. The present configuration meant more stress on
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the two axles than they should probably have. This would be the first item to deal
with the following work season. Eventually my to do list dwindled down and it
was as ready as it was going to get for this year.
There is an unsung hero who deserves recognition for his effort in working away
behind the scene to produce funding for the project. Kiwanian Bruce Price came
up with a brilliant idea to raise some cash. He basically sold off the herd ...
Bruce approached various people and local corporations to donate money to our
project. The deal was for the tidy some of $5,000 dollars you could own one of
Santa's reindeer. The contribution got you a framed portrait of a reindeer of your
choice, sporting a nice little medallion as a memento of the purchase. You also
got a professional portrait taken by Kiwanian John Prettie of you standing next to
the new float when it was finished . This great initiative virtually paid for the float
entirely. Thank you Bruce and John for your time and effort.
The long awaited inaugural debut day finally arrived November 23, 2002. The
excitement was everywhere. I had spent much of the preceding night finishing up
loose ends. The Christmas tree had to be erected and decorated. Garland had to
be festooned around the edge of the aprons. The PA system had to be installed
and tested. The music had to be programmed and. tested. All systems were
checked and rechecked. Talk about a need for checklists! Parade day
experience over the years has taught me well that it is Murphy's Law to the letter.
"Anything that can go wrong will!"
It was without doubt, a tremendously gratifying experience to finally see this
beautiful device ready for it's primary function of delighting children along the
parade route. Somehow seeing all those little smiling faces during the parade
made the whole thing worthwhile. The project took seven years to complete. I am
sure many would be quite correct in saying that it took far too long to complete.
The truth is that if a guy had nothing else to do but work on a float all day it likely
could be finished in a few months or so. It is difficult to comprehend the time it
takes to accomplish a project of this magnitude, unless you walk through it step
by step. There are hundreds maybe even thousands of man-hours involved. I
wish I had kept a logbook of work time on the project from the beginning. If
nothing else it would serve as interesting reading to anyone who might be
interested in the statistics.
Work still continues on the float to date . There are even plans to phase in
improvements over the years. If properly maintained, the float should serve
Christmas Parade purposes for many years to come.
Now that we have a professional looking platform for Christmas parades, I
believe the Kiwanis club should make it available to a few other communities in
the area for their respective Christmas parades. Perhaps with a bit of careful
marketing, the float can derive revenue from four or five parades each year. This
would not only defray operational or development costs but would add to the
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general funds of our service club. Hey now there's a good idea to work on !
Oops what have I said ?
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